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OK, I have to admit that I have never been exposed to dog shows until I started following my wife Jan 
and our female dog Sadie (noticed that I stated ?female? and not ?bitch?). 

  

Alright most of you know that I have litt le to no knowledge of show dogs. I was always curious as to why 
male dogs are called dogs and female dogs are called bitches. I would think that male dogs would be 
called bastards but Websters Dictionary kind of threw that out the window. So I googled why they call 
male dogs just dogs. Here is the answer I got.  

  

In Germanic languages, the default gender of a dog is assumed to be male. This is reflected in German 
language itself: der Hund. Since a dog is assumed to be by default male, there is no need for a separate 
term for a male dog, but the distinction is made by giving a female dog a separate name (bitch, die 
Hundin).  

  

Personally I think this is racist. Imagine growing up as a small male puppy and being told, ?You?re just a 
dog!? Where as the female gets the distinction of being called a bitch. How sad. But, then again, if there 
was a woman who was very demanding and overbearing I can secretly insult her by looking at her dog 
and saying , ?What a bitch!?Of course she may tell me that its just a dog or she may throw something at 
me. 

  

I am still confused as I hear kids saying bitch and I just want to wash their mouths out with soap but I 
grew up in another time where even writing this editorial I would be banned for ever showing my face at 
a show or club meeting. 

  

All in all my experience with this club has been both eye opening and it has been fun. This issue we have 
lots of pic from our Cascade Welsh Corgi Club Specialty show, other shows and the Corgi Fun Day. I even 
get to brag a litt le at our litt le ?bitch? that Jan has been training and friends have been showing. I get to 
brag only because Jan is my wife but the bitch is hers as well as the dog Tucker (I still think calling him a 
dog is demeaning and racist but who am I but a lowly editor). I at least get to pet the dogs, feed them 
and take them out. I am a lucky man! 

  

Enjoy this edition and keep those photos and stories coming. 

  

Mitch 
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Chr istmas Par ty/Meeting 

When? December 1st 

Where? Emerald Queens Casino 

Time? To Be Announced 

  

Show and Go 

When?   Jamuary 4, 2020 

Where? Argus Ranch 

Time? To Be Announced 
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Salmon Fudge Dog Training Treats 

Submitted by Anne Tearse 

1. 7 oz can pink salmon  

2. 1/2 cup flour  

3.2 Tbs finely grated cheddar or parmesan cheese (NOT the Kraft cheese that comes in 
the green paper cylinder!) 

4.Blend fish (with all the juice in the can) with the egg. (if using other protein like liver 
or chicken, add broth to make up for liquid in canned salmon.) Stir in the flour, until 
mixture is smooth.  

5.Line baking sheet with parchment. Spread out the mixture evenly and as thinly as you 
can. Sprinkle with the cheese. 

  6.Bake 350 for 10-15 minutes - don?t allow to get dried out to the point that cracks 
form in the crust. 

  7.Cool and slice into small bits for dog treats. 

  8.Good for about a week in the fridge. Treats get too crumbly if you freeze them or 
they get too old.  

  

I hope your dogs love this as much as mine do! 

  

Editors Note: Send me your recipes for dog treats and I  will incorporate them into 
the newsletter !!! 

The Bait Store



 

 

CASCADE PWCC ? BREED EDUCATION BOOTH, March 9t h and 10t h, 2019 

  

Twelve Cascade PWCC members volunteered for our Breed Education booth, and the 
Seattle Kennel Club program, ?Meet The Breeds?.  These volunteers included Craig 
Cain, Patti Doll, Jan/ Mitch Gill, Judy/Charles Gundersen, Carol Thibeau, Adora 
Lanphere, Anthony Quade, Cheryl Connor, Stephanie Hamilton, and Steve Sauther.  
Also, we were quite honored to have two of our Cascade breeders as volunteers: 
President Barbara Evans (Evanwhit) and Dr. Sylvia Nolan DVM (Trengate) whose 
knowledge of everything Pembroke was very much appreciated! 

  

Along with their Pems, our members answered questions about our breed as well as 
just allowing our visitors some ?cuddle time? with our wonderful dogs.  Ways and 
Means participated too, and provided Pem lovers the opportunity to purchase all 
things Pembroke.  This year, we had a Raffle, and earned enough to pay for our 
booth rentals. 

  

A special event this year, sponsored by the Seattle Kennel Club, allowed 
non-exhibitors, and their well-behaved dogs to experience a dog show (Exceptions 
were Obedience, Rally, Conformation, and grooming areas). 

  

To better inform the public as to the purpose of Cascade PWCC, and the activities we 
have, Judy brought the club?s Presentation Board. This is a tri fold, foam display board 
set on a easel, and displays our Pembrokes in ?action? whether in conformation, 
herding, agility, obedience, rally, tracking, nose work, barn hunt, lure coursing, and 
therapy dog.  The Pembroke standard is also displayed. 

  

NOTE TO MEMBERS: If you have new titles for your Pems, please submit a photo in 
jpeg format, your dog?s titles, and send to JudyG. at peminginpoulsbo@gmail.com. 
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CPWCC AKC HERDING TESTS ? JUNE 22, 2019 

by Judy Gunderson

  

Cascade PWCC sponsored TWO, AKC Farm Dog Certification (FDC) Tests, and TWO 
Herding Instinct (HIC)Tests (AM/PM) at PackLeader Farm in Gig Harbor, WA. Our  AKC 
judges were Connie Gohl and Suzanne Anaya. 

  

In the FDC AM classes, Connie Gohl had 24 entries (19 Qualified), while Judge Anaya had 
12 starters in Herding Instinct (10 Qualified).  In the afternoon, Judge Gohl had 14, HIC 
entries (13 Qualified), and Judge Anaya had 27 entries (18 Qualified) in FDC. 

  

The "Unqualified", FDC Test dogs had the most difficulty with these Test Elements: 
Jumping on grain sacks, Walking through a gate, Dog approaching livestock, Supervised 
separation, and Overall evaluation by the judges.  

  

I would like to thank both our member volunteers, and non-members as well for their 
help with these AKC tests.  Very SPECIAL THANKS to Susan Powell (our FDC Course 
Director); Steve Sauther and Gay Gausman for assisting the judges with HIC; Nan Harty, 
Carolyn Larsen, and exhibitors who assisted the judges with FDC, and Linda Downing and 
"Sydney" for volunteering as Test Result runners for our AKC Test Secretary, Theresa 
Calter. Theresa was an invaluable resource in answering our many questions, and 
completing the necessary paperwork to AKC. 

  cont inued next  page.......
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The  Highland 
Gam es

 

 

Cont inued......

Also, "THANK YOU" to Peggy Cobb (CPWCC Treasurer), Linda Bare, Linda Eley, and 
Charles/Judy Gundersen for serving as course Element volunteers. We are also 
grateful to the members who contributed to the success of our Raffle by 
donations and/or selling tickets including Barbara Evans, Helen Weise and 
volunteers (previously mentioned). And, I cannot forget our Tests photographer, 
Jill Miller, who took very beautiful photos of our exhibitors, and their dogs. 

  

Also, I appreciated Mary Day's entries in both the HIC and FDC tests. Mary said 
she had a "ball" with the FDC as her dogs do this every day at home. Thanks also 
to more member volunteers: Heather Porter of the "Corgis 'R Us" group, Adora 
Lanphere for having posters available at the Family Dog Center, Liz Myhre for 
spreading information to her Performance friends; and to Lisa Sinay (Evanger 's 
raffle donations); Patti Doll, who posted our events in businesses; "K9 Events NW" 
who allowed us a listing on their website; Debbie Addicoat, Melinda Galt, and 
Linda Shea who helped with posters to their class exhibitors. 

  

One of our judges, Suzanne Anaya reported ?the Class Stewards were ?TOP 
NOTCH? and felt they were a huge help in running the events smoothly?. 

  

Additionally, I need to recognize Packleader Farm's owners: Barbara Davenport 
and Steve Weigley for the availability of PackLeader Farm, and their expertise with 
all things HERDING. Approximately $900.00 was earned from these AKC Tests by 
Cascade volunteers who stepped up to the challenge ? You are all priceless! 
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For  your  enjoym ent  here are som e phot os f rom  t he Highland Gam es 
t his sum m er . Phot os were t aken by Chuck  Gunderson. 
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Highland Gam es cont inued........

IIs that supposed to be a Corgi with a tail?  If it is....it 's the ugliest Corgi I have ever 
seen!

Corgis on Parade at the Highland Games
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WAYS AND MEANS - 2019 SPECIALTY ?CORGIS ROCK? SHIRTS;   

CAPS W/Pem broke Im age 

  

2019 Specialty T-Shirts, (1) Hoodie Sweatshirt, and Caps with 
Pembroke image are still available to purchase.  Stock on hand 
includes: 

  

Large, T-Shir t s: Kelly Green, Ash, Royal Blue, Rose; X-Lg, 
T-Shir t s: Kelly Green, Sand, Carolina Blue ? Cost  $21.00@;   

Large, Hoodie Sweat shir t : Ash ? Cost  $32.00. 

  

CAPS: Red, Royal Blue, Black, Olive Green, Plum ? Cost  $20.00@ 

  

Available for purchase at the Oct. 6th General Meeting (Johnny?s 
At Fife), and Dec.1st, Annual Meeting. Other gift ideas for you, or 
your ?Special? Pem person available too. 
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Judy Gunderson giving the award to 
Gibbs and owner Kathleen Kane.  
Congratulations!  Well deserved!

"Pleasantstone Special Agent Gibbs PT, TKN" is our first Pembroke to earn the Cascade PWCC "Judy Garbarino Herding 

Challenge Trophy" award for earning the Highest Combined score for Pembrokes at the AKC Labor Day Herding Trials 

(August 23rd-25th) which was sponsored by the "All Breed Herding Club of Western Washington. "Gibbs" is owned by 

Kathleen Kane of Tigard, Oregon. Pictured are "Gibbs", his owner, Kathleen Kane, and myself holding the Cascade 

Memorial Challenge trophy.

This Herding trophy can only be earned by a Pembroke who has entered two days of a three day ABHCWW trial in May, 
and/or August, and earns the highest combined score (Must have a qualifying score). The late Judy Garbarino was an 
owner/exhibitor of Pembrokes. Her "Rosie" was the first Pembroke to earn an AKC Herding Championship. Prior to 
Pembrokes, Judy raised Collies, and had the first Collie in AKC history to earn an AKC Herding Championship too. Judy 
was an AKC/ABHA herding judge, and our first AKC judge at our Cascade herding trials.

Judy Garbarino and her Pembrokes participated in many conformation and performance events including Obedience, 
Rally, Therapy Dog, Agility, CGC, and Herding. Her dogs loved cattle esp., and Judy often told us she and her dogs went 
to the herding trials (esp.at Packleader Farm) for the fun of it as their job at home was herding stock (cattle and sheep). 
Judy was a friend to everyone, and loved to discuss her Pembrokes and herding. At the May, 2019, Memorial Day 
Herding Trial, Judy's family came to the trials held in her memory. Her son created a special wood box frame for the 
High Combined buckle.

At the recent August Trials, a special buckle dedicated to Judy was given to the Highest Combined score of any dog who 
competed in the May, July, and August AKC trials on any stock by the All Breed Herding Club of Western Washington.  A 
special wood bench commemorating her life was created and dedicated to Judy Garbarino, and is located in the place 
Judy liked to sit during the herding trials. Judy Garbarino was a friend, mentor, judge, and most certainly, will be missed.

On the CPWCC trophy, an inscription was created by Cascade member, Susan Powell. It reads:

"IN HONOR OF JUDY GARBARINO

AS TALENTED, TOUGH, AND TENACIOUS AS THE BREED SHE LOVED,

MAY HER GENEROUS SPIRIT AND PASSION FOR HERDING

LIVE ON IN THOSE WHOSE LIVES SHE TOUCHED".

Donated by the Cascade Pembroke Welsh Corgi Club

By Judy Gunderson

Editors Note:  See Pic next page
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1st  CPWCC HIGH COMBINED HERDING AWARD 

  

At the recent August  23rd-25th All Breed Herding Club of Western Washington AKC 
Herding Tests/Trials, ?Pleasantstone Special Agent Gibbs PT, TKN? and his owner, 
Kathleen Kane of Tigard, Oregon earned the Pembroke Highest Combined Score 
award ribbon and a Pembroke gift item presented by the Cascade PWCC in honor of 
the late, Judy Garbarino. Judy was an AKC Pembroke breeder, exhibitor, judge, and 
friend. 

  

Additionally, ?Gibbs? will have his name engraved on a plaque which will be placed 
on the ?Judy Garbarino Challenge Trophy?. Approved by the General Membership 
earlier this year, this Herding trophy can only be earned by a Pembroke who has 
entered 2-days of a 3-day ABHCWW trial in May or August, and earns the Pembroke 
highest combined, qualifying, score. 

  

The trophy is retired when the same owner(s), not necessarily with the same 
Pembroke, earns the Pembroke High Combined, three times. 

  

Judy Garbarino was a breeder/owner/exhibitor of Pembroke Welsh Corgis.  Her 
?Rosie? was the first Pem to earn an AKC Herding Championship. Prior to Pems, Judy 
raised Collies, and had the first collie in AKC history to earn a Herding Championship 
too.  She was an AKC/ABHA herding judge, and was our first AKC judge at our 
Cascade herding tests/trials. 

  

Judy Garbarino and her Pems participated in conformation and performance events 
including Obedience, Rally, Therapy Dog, Agility, CGC, and Herding.  Her dogs loved 
cattle, and Judy often told us her dogs went to the herding trials for the fun of it as 
their job at home was herding stock (cattle and sheep). Judy was a friend to 
everyone, and loved to talk about Pembrokes, and herding. 

 cont inued f rom  previous page...

 

At the May, 2019 Memorial Day Herding Trial, Judy?s family attended to celebrate 
her memory along with all her many friends there.  Her son created a special wood 
box frame for the High Combined Buckle given by the ABHCWW to the High 
Combined dog (Any breed) over the 2019 May, July, and August trials. 

  

PackLeader Farm donations were accepted to purchase a handcrafted wood bench 
in Judy?s honor, and it was placed in her favorite herding location. 

  

The inscription on the Cascade PWCC Judy Garbarino Challenge Trophy was created 
by Cascade member, Susan Powell.  It reads: 

  

?IN HONOR OF JUDY GARBARINO 

AS TALENTED, TOUGH, AND TENACIOUS AS THE BREED SHE LOVED, 

MAY HER GENEROUS SPIRIT AND PASSION FOR HERDING 

LIVE ON IN THOSE WHOSE LIVES SHE TOUCHED?. 

  

Donat ed by t he Cascade Pem broke Welsh Corgi Club 

  

Additional donations toward the Cascade trophy and High Combined ribbons were 
made by Helen Weise, Ann Tearse, and Judy Gundersen.    
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Corgi Fun Day!
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The July Pond         

Par t y

 

 

2019 SPECIALTY RAFFLE 

  

Thank you to all the members who donated items to our 
Specialty Raffle, and especially to our very helpful volunteers, 
Andrea and Ken Bevis.  Thanks to their efforts, we earned over 
$600.00.   

  

2020 SHOW 'N GO - SAT., JANUARY 4TH, 2020 ? 
HELP, HELP, HELP, VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! 

  

HELP is needed to "judge" our 2020 SHOW 'N GO Obedience, 
and Rally classes on Saturday, January 4th at Argus Ranch in 
Auburn, WA.  If you know of someone who would enjoy (or needs) 
the experience of Chairing or judging these classes, please contact 
Judy Gundersen (?peminginpoulsbo@gmail.com?). 

  

Volunteers will receive TWO, FREE, "Show ' N Go" classes in OB, 
Rally, Agility, and a FREE Lunch  too just by volunteering to help 
Cascade towards another successful SHOW 'N GO.  This event is our 
largest fundraiser - Funds received apply to our club?s annual 
events. WE NEED YOU! 

  

Our thanks to Gay and Nan!
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CPWCC SPECIALTY 

August 2019

Olympia WA
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Ohhhhhh Please Mom  don't  
m ake m e wear  t h is!  All t he 
ot her  Corgis are going t o laugh 
at  m e!
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Herding Trials

August 23-25 2019
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Pr esi d en t 's M essag e

As most of you are aware Barbs son had major 
heart surgery and is still in the hospital as of 
this writing.  So we are not even going to ask 
her for to write anything this time around.  
Please keep and her son Randy in your 
thoughts and prayers.
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